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Zwift Workout files …... 

…………. and use of ERG mode for high-end intervals 

Not strictly related to aero testing, but then it isn’t aero testing weather, not in London anyway. 

My coach defines my sessions in Training Peaks, and up until recently I was loading those manually into 

Zwift. That now happens automatically (if you set the link up), and after the workout the upload goes to 

both Strava and Training Peaks. The added benefit is that I don’t have to remember to press the lap 

button for intervals, as the file upload from Zwift contains that information. 

I use Zwift and a Neo in ERG mode for all my workouts. This all works fine for intervals that are of 

reasonable duration and a fixed target power, but it doesn’t work so well (if at all ?) for shorter “go as 

hard as you can” intervals above VO2 levels. 

There is a way to disable ERG mode in Zwift without having Zwift change the turbo resistance if the 

terrain changes e.g. the incline changes or you ride over a bit of “feature landscape” like a wooden 

bridge section. It does mean manually editing the Training Peaks file and then, of course, you have to go 

back to the “old school” method and put that file in the personal workouts directory, and then select it 

from the workouts list, instead of the workout of the day conveniently appearing at the top of the list. 

Let’s look at a typical file: 

I’ve put this all on the next page and cut some parts of the warm-up for clarity.  

The section that allows the rider to drive at any power and prevents resistance changes due to terrain is 

highlighted in red. It’s very simple (!) 

<FreeRide Duration="1200" FlatRoad="1"> 

</FreeRide> 

FreeRide does what it says (almost) the ERG mode is turned off, so you can go harder by shifting up, and 

the duration is in seconds, so 1200 equates to 20 minutes. 

FlatRoad stops Zwift from changing the resistance if the terrain changes, so keeps the “road” effectively 

“flat”. 

This particular file is set-up for a CP20 without ERG mode, on a flat road. If you were programming a 40 

second flat out interval you would use a command: 

<FreeRide Duration="40" FlatRoad="1"> </FreeRide> 
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<workout_file> 

 <author>Rob Barrett (via TrainingPeaks)</author> 

 <name>TestRobCP20</name> 

<description>full race warm up at least 20 minutes. preferably a little longer. 

</description> 

 <sportType>bike</sportType> 

 <tags/> 

 <workout> 

  <Warmup Duration="180" PowerLow="0.55" PowerHigh="0.55"> 

  </Warmup> 

  <SteadyState Duration="150" PowerLow="0.55" PowerHigh="0.55"> 

  </SteadyState> 

  <SteadyState Duration="30" PowerLow="1.05" PowerHigh="1.05"> 

  </SteadyState> 

  <SteadyState Duration="150" PowerLow="0.55" PowerHigh="0.55"> 

  </SteadyState> 

  <FreeRide Duration="1200" FlatRoad="1"> 

                </FreeRide> 

  <SteadyState Duration="60" PowerLow="0.45" PowerHigh="0.45"> 

  </SteadyState> 

  <Cooldown Duration="1080" PowerLow="0.65" PowerHigh="0.65"> 

  </Cooldown> 

 </workout> 

</workout_file> 
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The other parts of the workout are standard ERG, so the power requirement is set by Zwift. The 

“FlatRoad=1” must be implicit in this as resistance doesn’t change with terrain, although speed certainly 

does. 

There are a couple of other things to be aware of. I’ve only edited in NotePad. When you save with a 

new filename in NotePad it saves as a .txt file, but what you need is a .zwo file. 

Use the "File Explorer" to edit the filename / extension. You need the view option set to “Details” so 

that you can see the full filename and then edit it, and then highlight the name, and use F2 for editing. 

 

I’ve not done this on a Mac so I can’t give any pointers for that I’m afraid. I end up emailing the file so I 

can download it to the Mac that I use for Zwift, and then move it to my personal workout directory. A bit 

long-winded but it works. 

Ends 


